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ABSTRACT 
In the present work, the deflection and cracking behavior of I-shaped cross-sectional beams of Steel 
Fiber Reinforced Self-Compacting Concrete (SFRSCC) reinforced in flexure with hybrid prestressed 
steel strand and glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars was investigated. Combining prestressed 
GFRP bars of relatively low elasticity modulus, but immune to corrosion (located with a small concrete 
cover), with prestressed steel strand (with higher concrete cover to avoid corrosion), a good balance in 
terms of reinforcement effectiveness, ductility, durability and cost competitiveness can be obtained. The 
steel strand aims also to assure the necessary flexural strengthening of the beams if GFRP bars become 
ineffective in case of fire occurrence. This work presents and discusses the results obtained from the 
experimental study of the beams tested in flexure under monotonic loading conditions. Additionally, 
the predictive performance of the available formulation in the design codes for the case of Fiber 
Reinforced Concrete (FRC) and FRP reinforced Concrete (FRP-RC) was assessed to be used for the 
proposed hybrid system.  
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1 Introduction 
The interest in Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) bars as internal reinforcements for concrete has 
been significantly increased during the last three decades due to the non-corrosive properties of FRP 
materials. Concrete elements internally reinforced with FRP bars, herein designated as FRP-RC, can, 
therefore, present higher durability than conventional steel RC elements. So far, many studies have been 
developed to evaluate the structural performance of FRP-RC structures [1-6]. Also, there are several 
codes and guidelines dedicated to the design of concrete member reinforced with FRP bars, which is an 
indicator of the interest of the construction industry in this technology [7-9]. USA, Canada, Switzerland 
and Germany are the countries that widely use FRP bars in bridge decks, in an attempt of overcoming 
the damages caused by corroded reinforcement due to the use of salts in de-icing process. FRP bars are, 
however, brittle materials, a property that decreases the ductility of FRP concrete members comparing 
to conventional steel RCs. This property may limit the use of FRP bars in many other applications of 
the construction industry. Additionally, the relatively low axial stiffness of FRP bars (e.g. Glass FRP), 
as well as the lower FRP-concrete bond strength [10, 11] when compared to steel-concrete bond, usually 
cause higher deformability and crack width under service loads. For these reasons, some attempts have 
been already done in order to improve the ductility of FRP-RCs, as well as to enhance their structural 
performance, mainly at Serviceability Limit State (SLS) conditions. These attempts can be mainly 
categorized as follow: 
1) Using hybrid FRP reinforcing bars: the first idea of improving the ductility of FRP concrete 
members was to use hybrid FRP bars. These bars were fabricated by combining a set of yarns 
of two or more different types of fibers in an attempt to increase their ductile behavior in tension. 
By using this technique, a certain pseudo plasticity was given to the tensile behavior of these 
bars. Harris et al. in 1998 [12] carried out a group of concrete beam specimens reinforced by 
this type of hybrid FRP bars (CFRP material as core yarn and Aramid yarn surrounding the core 
part). The ductility was increased for the tested beams. However, complicated and costly 
manufacturing process resulted in limited practical applications. 
2) Improving concrete properties: FRP reinforced structures are usually over-reinforced to fail by 
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concrete crushing. Therefore, the ductility of FRP-RCs depends on concrete properties. Hence, 
increasing the concrete toughness may lead to ductility improvement. This can be assured by 
using Fiber (discrete fibers randomly distributed) Reinforced Concrete (FRC) instead of plain 
concrete [13]. Many researchers concluded that the structural behavior of FRP reinforced 
concrete beams can be improved by using FRC instead of plain concrete [12, 14-18]. 
3) Using hybrid FRP and steel bars: another explored strategy to improve the ductility and 
structural performance of FRP-RCs was the use of hybrid FRP and steel bars. According to the 
literature, this hybrid reinforcing system showed significant improvements in terms of beam’s 
deformability under service load conditions, cracking behavior, and in service load carrying 
capacity [19-22]. 
In the present study, a combination of the second and third methods is used to improve the structural 
performance of GFRP-RC beams. For this purpose, the developed beams are made of Steel Fiber 
Reinforced Self-Compacting Concrete (SFRSCC) material and are reinforced in flexure by hybrid GFRP 
and steel bars. To better mobilize the relatively high tensile capacity of GFRP bars, they are placed near 
to the outer beam’s tensile surface, while the steel reinforcement (as a material susceptible to corrosion) 
is placed with higher FRC cover to assure higher protection against corrosion. In addition to these 
characteristics, the following strategies are considered in order to increase as much as possible the 
structural performance: 
- I-shaped cross section is proposed for such beam structure in order to have an optimized flexural 
performance, and take the benefit of having a higher flexural stiffness of section comparing to 
the rectangular cross sectional beam for the same volume of FRC material; 
- Utilizing a SFRSCC with a post-cracking tensile capacity enough to avoid the use of steel 
stirrups, since they are the reinforcement elements more prone to corrosion [23]. This is more 
beneficial when I-shaped cross sectional beam is used, due to the shape of the cross section 
itself, and due to the difficulty of installing stirrups in relatively thin beam’s web; 
- GFRP bars and steel reinforcement are used in form of bonded prestressed bars in order to 
increase the flexural performance at SLS, and also, increasing the shear capacity of the beam. 
The deflection and cracking behavior of such proposed RC type beam is investigated in the present 
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study by analyzing the experimental results of SFRSCC beams reinforced in flexure with hybrid 
prestressed GFRP bars and steel strand, subjected to 4-point bending test under monotonic loading 
condition. Finally, a theoretical investigation is presented in order to predict the structural behavior 
of the proposed reinforcing system, with the aim of presenting design formulations. 
2 Experimental program 
2.1 Materials 
2.1.1 Steel strand and GFRP bars 
Two types of longitudinal reinforcements were used in the present experimental study: (i) ribbed 
surface GFRP bar of 12 mm diameter manufactured by Schöck Company and (ii) 9 and 15 mm nominal 
diameter of steel strand of grade 1725 (formed by uncoated seven-wires), which is currently used in 
construction industry (prestressing system). The GFRP bar’s ribs have a constant height of 6% of bar 
diameter and rib’s spacing of about 8.5 mm. Some nominal mechanical properties of the reinforcements, 
based on the information given by the manufacturers, are included in Table 1. 
2.1.2 Steel Fiber Reinforced Self-Compacting Concrete (SFRSCC) 
The SFRSCC used in the present experimental program was prepared based on the mix method 
developed by Soltanzadeh et al. [23]. The used materials were cement (CEM II 52.5R), fly ash class F, 
limestone filler, superplasticizer (Glenium SKY 617, is a second generation of superplasticizer based 
on polycarboxylate ether (PCE)), water, three types of aggregates (containing fine and coarse river sand, 
and crushed granite) and hooked end steel fibers of 33 mm in length, aspect ratio of 65 and yield stress 
of 1100 MPa. The mix composition is given in Table 2, and more details can be found in [23]. From the 
compression tests carried out with 25 cylinder specimens of 150 mm diameter and 300 mm height (at 
least two cylinders from each mix batch for casting the beam specimens that are described in the next 
section), according to ASTMC39 and C469, respectively, an average compressive strength of 73.13 
MPa (with a coefficient of variation (CoV) of 6%) and an average Young’s modulus of 35.4 GPa (with 
a CoV of 3%) were obtained. In addition, three cylinder specimens were tested in deformation control 
for capturing the whole stress-strain relationship of SFRSCC in compression. With regard to the 
behavior of SFRSCC in tension, which is the characteristic most benefited by fiber reinforcement, five 
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simply supported notched beams of 150×150 mm2 cross section and 600 mm in length were subjected 
to three point loading conditions to characterize and classify of the post-cracking behavior of SFRSCC 
according to CEB-FIP Model Code 2010 [24]. The tests were carried out according to the same 
recommendations, i.e. Model Code 2010. Nominal values of the flexural properties of SFRSCC can be 
determined by considering the diagram of the applied force ( F ) versus the Crack Mouth Opening 
Displacement (CMOD). The residual flexural tensile strengths, ,R jf  are evaluated from the F CMOD  
relationships, as follows: 
 , 2
3
2
j
R j
n sp
F l
f
b h
  (1) 
where jF  is the applied load corresponding to jCMOD  ( 1 0.5CMOD  mm, 2 1.5CMOD  mm, 
3 2.5CMOD  mm and 4 3.5CMOD  mm), l  is the notched beam’s span, while nb  and sph  is the 
width of the cross section and the distance between the notch tip and the top of the beam, respectively 
(being 115sph  mm). The average residual flexural tensile stress parameters of SFRSCC are included 
in Table 3. 
2.2 Beams: geometry, reinforcements and prestress levels 
A total of ten I-shaped cross-sectional SFRSCC beams reinforced by passive or prestressed GFRP 
bars, and passive or prestressed steel strand, simply supported, was subjected to four-point bending test 
under monotonic and fatigue loading conditions. The experimental variables were the reinforcement 
ratio of hybrid GFRP/steel strand and the level of prestress in GFRP bars ( pfP ). Note that the prestress 
level of GFRP bars ( 
pre
ff ) is calculated based on a percentage of its ultimate tensile stress ( fuf ), and 
prestress level of steel strand ( 
pre
sf ) is calculated based on a percentage of its yielding stress ( syf ). 
The tests were carried out in two groups. The Group A included three prestressed I-shaped beams (IB) 
reinforced by non-prestressed GFRP bars and prestressed steel strand, while the Group B was composed 
by five prestressed I-shaped beams (IB) where the prestress was applied to both reinforcements. Each 
group also included one I-shaped beam with no prestress applied neither to GFRP bars nor steel strand. 
The identification, reinforcement data, and the prestress level are indicated in Table 4 for both groups 
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of tests. Additionally, dimension of the beams and their reinforcement details are shown in Figure 1. In 
Group B, IB7 and IB9 beams (with the same configurations as IB6 and IB8, respectively) as well as 
IB10 were used to be subjected to fatigue loading conditions. After accomplishment of two million 
fatigue loading cycles, the beams were subjected to monotonic loading condition up to failure. The 
results of the fatigue tests are not reported in the present work, however, the monotonic test result of 
IB10 after fatigue cycles is discussed in section 4. 
2.3 Test setup, test procedure and monitoring system 
As already referred, the beam specimens were subjected to a four-point bending test configuration 
by using a servo-hydraulic actuator of 500 kN loading capacity under monotonic loading condition. The 
points loading distance (indicated by “Pure bending zone” in Figure 2) was 750 mm for the Group A of 
the beams, while this value was decreased to 500 mm for the Group B. The tests were displacement-
controlled by imposing a speed of 0.01 mm/s to the piston of the actuator. Five Linear Variable 
Differential Transducers (LVDTs) were installed along the span length of the beam, according to the 
schematic representation in Figure 2. This figure also includes the disposition of the nine strain gauges 
installed on the materials for measuring their strain during loading (indicated as ‘SG’ for GFRP bars, 
‘SGst’ for steel strand, and ‘SGc’ for SFRSCC). 
2.4 Pre-strain losses 
In Group A, the applied prestress force was controlled using the force value registered by the load 
cells installed at the extremity of the bars, while in the Group B the prestressing application was 
performed by monitoring both the force in the load cell and the strains recorded by the strain gauges 
installed along the reinforcements. Table 5 includes the average results of the pre-strain of the 
reinforcements recorded by the strain gauges (
pre
s  for steel strand and 
pre
f  for GFRP bars) at pulling, 
releasing, and testing days. The pre-strain losses in the reinforcements were computed based on the 
measured values of strain at pulling and testing days. These pre-strain losses (indicated in Table 5) are 
mainly due to the elastic deformation of HFRRC beams, creep and shrinkage of SFRSCC, and the 
relaxation of the reinforcements. The average pre-strain losses at the day of testing was about 13.6% 
and 9.8% regarding the pre-strain at the pulling day for GFRP bars and steel strand, respectively. 
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3 Theoretical investigation 
3.1 Balanced reinforcement ratio 
In conventional steel RC beams, the balanced steel reinforcement ratio, sb ,  is defined as a failing 
condition that concrete crushing and yielding of steel occur simultaneously. Equivalently, when steel 
bars are replaced by FRP bars (in FRP-RC beams), the balanced FRP reinforcement ratio, fb , is 
defined by simultaneous occurrence of concrete crushing and tensile rupture of FRP bars. In hybrid 
FRP-steel reinforced beams, the balanced reinforcement ratio can be theoretically defined as a failure 
condition where concrete crushes, tensile steel yields, and FRP ruptures in tension at the same time. 
However, this situation is almost impractical. Therefore, as it was defined earlier by Lau et al. [19], it is 
more practical to define the balanced reinforcement ratio in hybrid FRP-steel RC beam as a failure 
condition that concrete crushing and the rupture of FRP bars occur at the same time, while the steel 
reinforcement has already yielded. From this standpoint, the hybrid balanced reinforcement ratio of 
FRP-steel RC beam, hb , is calculated using the following equation [19, 21]: 
 hb fb s sm      (2) 
with fb  given by (ACI 440.1R-06 [7]) 
 1 1
f cuc
fb
fu f cu fu
Ef
f E f

   
 
 (3) 
where 1  and 1  are the parameters defining the rectangular stress block, as illustrated in Figure 3. The 
parameter 1  is the ratio between the equivalent average concrete compressive stress and the concrete 
compressive strength, cf  , while the parameter 1  is a factor relating the depth of equivalent rectangular 
concrete compressive stress block to neutral axis depth c ( bc  in the balanced conditions). In Eq. (3) cu  
is the ultimate compressive strain in concrete (it is assumed to be equal to 0.0035). Moreover, the second 
term on the right side of Eq. (2) intends to simulate the presence of yielded steel reinforcement in the 
balanced section, in which sm  is 
 
sys
s
f fu
fd
m
d f
  (4) 
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where sd  and fd  are the internal arm of steel and FRP reinforcement, respectively, as represented in 
Figure 1. 
For the case of the present study, Eq. (2) has to be modified by considering the effect of prestressing in 
FRP and steel, as well as the post-cracking response of SFRSCC. By assuming that plane section remains 
plane during the loading process of the beam (Bernoulli’s hypothesis), the strain compatibility shown in 
Figure 3 allows the determination of the b fc d  ratio in terms of the installed strains at balanced section: 
 b cu
pre
f cu fu f
c
d


    
 (5) 
Note that the possible losses of pre-strain due to the creep and shrinkage of SFRSCC, elastic shortening 
of SFRSCC, etc., are all included in the value assigned to 
pre
f . From the equilibrium condition at the 
balanced section of the hybrid SFRSCC beam, the following equation can be derived: 
  1 1 2 ,c b f f fu s s sy fr bf b c bd f bd f F         (6) 
where ,fr bF  is the tensile force due to the SFRSCC in tension at the balanced section condition, and 2  
is the parameter that takes into account the particular geometry of the adopted I shape cross section, 
giving by 
 
1
11 12
1 1 2
2
1
1 1 ( ) c
c c 2
b
b
w b
b b
c h
c hh h
b b h h h
bh

                 
 (7) 
By considering an equivalent average value of crack tensile stress of SFRSCC over the distance bh c  
at the balanced section (i.e. ,
cr
ct b  shown in Figure 3), ,fr bF  becomes 
 , , 2
cr b
fr b ct b c f
f
c
F bd
d
 
     
 
 (8) 
with 
 
g
c
f
A
bd
   (9) 
where gA  is the gross area of the beam cross section. By substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (6), and taking 
b fc d  from Eq. (5), the value of f  is found as the balanced reinforcement ratio for hybrid FRP-steel 
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SFRSCC prestressed beam, hb , giving by 
 1 12 ( )
c cu
hb fr s s fr cpre
fu cu fu f
f
m m m
f
  
       
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 (10) 
where 
 
,
cr
ct b
fr
fu
m
f

  (11) 
The value of ,
cr
ct b  can be estimated using the following integral 
 
,
,
f ucr
ct b
fu
G
 

 (12) 
where ,f uG  is the spent mode I fracture energy of SFRSCC at balanced section when f fu    (or when 
the concrete compressive strain reaches its ultimate value, cu ). 
3.2 Nominal flexural strength 
If the hybrid reinforced SFRSCC prestressed beam is under-reinforced, i.e. f hb   , a tension-
controlled section condition occurs as a result of FRP bars rupture before crushing of the concrete (i.e. 
f fu    and 0.0035c cu    ). Conversely, if f hb   , a compression-controlled section condition 
occurs in which the concrete crushes without having failure at the FRP bars (i.e. f fu    and 
0.0035c cu    ). Note that in both cases is assumed that the steel strand has already yielded. These 
two nominal failing conditions are illustrated in Figure 4. If the linear distribution of strain along the 
depth of the section is adopted (Bernoulli’s hypothesis), the calculation of the nominal flexural strength 
incorporates two unknown parameters: (i) the level of neutral axis (i.e. c ) and (ii) the tensile strain of 
GFRP bars for “Condition 1” or the compressive strain of SFRSCC for “Condition 2”. The neutral axis 
depth, c , can be efficiently approximated by equalizing the variation of force between the section at 
the nominal failing condition and the balanced failing condition: 
    SFRSCC SFRSCC, , ,( )c c b f f b fr fr bF F F F F F      (13) 
where SFRSCCcF  and frF  are the compressive force and the tensile force assured by SFRSCC at nominal 
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failing condition, while fF  represent the tensile force due to FRP bars at this section. Note that it is 
assumed the steel has yielded, hence, the tensile stress variation in this reinforcement is null. Eq. (13) 
can be expressed by 
 1 2 2 , 2( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
cr
c b fu f f hb ct b bm f b c c m f bd b c c           (14) 
where 
1m  and 2m  are the modification factors that take into account, respectively, the change of 
SFRSCC compressive rectangular stress block and the tensile stress of FRP bar, at the nominal failing 
condition with respect to the balanced failing condition. Eq. (14) can be rewritten as follow 
  b f hbc c      (15) 
with 
 2
2 1 ,( )
fu
fcr
c ct b
m f
d
m f
 
 
 (16) 
where bc  and fb  can be calculated, respectively, by Eqs. (5) and (10). The definition of the 
modification factors, 
1m  and 2m  are not straightforward since they are dependent on the level of neutral 
axis, c . But, in order to proceed with the calculation of c  by Eq. (15), they can be approximated by the 
following equations, depending on the ratio between 
f  and hb : 
 
  1 1
1 2
1 1
11
, f hbf hb f hb
hb f f hbf hb
m m
          
           
 (17) 
The parameter 1  in Eq. (17) corresponds to the compressive strain of cu , and the parameter 2  is 
calculated for the value of bc  from Eq. (7).  
By having obtained the value of c , the nominal flexural strength of the hybrid reinforced SFRSCC 
prestressed beam is calculated under these two conditions: 
- Condition 1 ( f bh   ): considering the strain compatibility, the concrete compressive strain at 
top surface is 
 
( )
pre
fu f
c
f
c
d c
  
 

 (18) 
Since the tensile strain of FRP equals to its ultimate value, the average tensile stress of SFRSCC 
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is taken to be equal to the respective value at the balanced section (i.e. ,
cr
ct b , from Eq. (12)). 
Hence, the nominal flexural strength can be determined by summation of moments about the 
centroid of rectangular SFRSCC compressive stress block: 
 1 1 1, 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2
cr
n sy s fu f ct b g fr
c c c
M F d F d A c b d
  
             (19) 
where 2  is calculated by Eq. (7) for the value c , which replaces bc . In addition, frd  is 
defined as distance of the resultant of the tensile force due the fiber reinforcement, frF  (defined 
in Figure 3), from the top surface of the section, which may be approximated with an acceptable 
accuracy using 
 
1
( )
2
frd h c   (20) 
- Condition 2 ( f bh   ): considering the similitude of triangles, the total tensile strain of FRP 
bars is determined as 
 1
f pre
f cu f
d
c
 
      
 
 (21) 
Hence, the nominal flexural strength can be determined by summation of moments about the 
centroid of SFRSCC rectangular compressive stress block: 
  1 1 12
2 2 2
cr
n f f sy s ct g fr
c c c
M F d F d A c b d
       
                
     
 (22) 
where 
cr
ct  is the average crack tensile stress of SFRSCC that can be estimated by Eq. (12) for 
fu  equal to f  obtained by Eq. (21), and calculating the spent mode I fracture energy of 
SFRSCC at when the concrete compressive strain reaches its ultimate, i.e. c cu   . 
3.3 Stress-strain constitutive law of the intervening materials 
The average experimental trend obtained by performing the uniaxial compression tests on SFRSCC 
cylinders is plotted in Figure 5a. The pre-peak phase of this experimental trend can be sufficiently 
approximated by a bi-linear constitutive law (due to the high compressive nature of the developed 
SFRSCC) that is simply expressed by the following equation:  
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 ( ) c c c cpc c
c c cp
E
f
   
       
 (23) 
where cp  defines the threshold of plastic limit for SFRSCC in compression (shown in Figure 5a), which 
is taken as c cf E . In addition, the ultimate compressive strain of SFRSCC is limited to 0.35% [25]. By 
taking this bi-linear compressive stress-strain law defined in Eq. (23), the equivalent rectangular 
compressive stress block can be defined by means of the parameters 1   and 1  , which are computed 
by 
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 (24) 
when the compressive strain reaches its ultimate value (balanced failing condition or nominal failing 
condition when f hb   ), the term 1 1   gets the maximum value of 0.714  for 0.35%c cu   
(being 1 0.949   and 1 0.752  ). 
The tensile stress-strain diagram of SFRSCC is defined based on the average tensile stress-crack opening 
diagram that was obtained by performing an inverse analysis. The inverse analysis consisted in applying 
a numerical strategy similar to the one described in [26], where the tensile stress-CMOD defining the 
tensile behavior of SFRSCC was assessed by fitting the experimental force-CMOD obtained from the 
notched beams. The obtained stress-crack opening diagram is plotted in Figure 5c, that was converted 
in a 4-linear tensile stress-strain diagram by considering the structural characteristic length csl  [24]. 
Based on the CEB-FIB Model Code 2010 [24], the csl  can be taken as the smaller value amongst (i) the 
average crack spacing and (ii) the distance between the neutral axis and the tensile side of the section. 
For case of the tested beams, csl is taken as the average crack spacing (i.e. crS ) that will be discussed 
and computed later on (see section 3.6). The obtained tensile stress-strain diagram is plotted in Figure 
5b. The corresponding point values that define this 4-linear tensile stress-strain and tensile stress-crack 
opening diagrams of SFRSCC are included in the figure. Additionally, the tensile stress-strain of the 
steel strand and GFRP bars are plotted in Figure 5d and 5e, respectively. 
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3.4 Sectional analysis by using moment-curvature approach 
The balanced reinforcement ratio and the nominal flexural strength defined in the previous sections 
can be obtained by using a sectional analysis. In the present work, the software named DOCROS (Design 
Of CROss Section) that calculates moment–curvature relation, as well as strain distribution along section 
by taking into account the constitutive laws of materials, the kinematic and the equilibrium conditions, 
was used (More details about DOCROS software and their constitutive models can be found from the 
studies carried out in [27-29]). For the present purpose, the cross section is discretized in layers of 5 mm 
(numerical section shown in Figure 3), and the constitutive models of the intervening materials (shown 
in Figure 5) are assigned to their respective layers. In this software, the compressive stress-strain 
relationship of the SFRSCC is simulated according to the model proposed elsewhere [30], while the 4-
linear tensile stress-strain plotted in Figure 5b is considered for SFRSCC tensile behavior after cracking. 
The balanced reinforcement ratio, hb , was found by changing the value of f  in DOCROS 
software for a situation that the compressive strain at top surface is 0.0035cu  , and simultaneously the 
tensile strain of FRP bars equals to fu . On the other hand, the nominal flexural strength was found for 
value of the applied moment that causes failing of the beam by either the tensile rupturing of FRP bars 
(i.e. pref f fu     ) or crushing of SFRSCC in compression (i.e. 0.0035c  ). Note that the values of 
pre-strain at testing day (included in Table 5) are assigned to the corresponding layers for FRP bars and 
steel strand, which conducts to negative value for curvature at the initiation of the analysis. 
The calculated values of the balanced reinforcement ratio ( hb ) and the nominal flexural strength (
nM ) of the tested beams by the proposed equations in the previous section and by DOCROS software 
are included in Table 6. The results of nominal flexural strength from the proposed equations are in a 
good agreement with the results obtained from DOCROS software. Additionally, the values of the depth 
of neutral axis calculated by Eq. (15) are quite close to those determined by DOCROS. This proofs that 
the analytical formulation is an efficient tool for design purposes. 
Based on the calculated balanced reinforcement ratio hb , the first three beams (i.e. IB1, IB2 and 
IB3) are almost balanced reinforced beams, the IB4 beam is over-reinforced, and the beams of Group B 
are all under-reinforced. Moreover, with aid of DOCROS software, an upper limit value for FRP 
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reinforcement ratio (i.e. up
f ) was provided in Table 6 for the beams in group A, in which for 
up
f f  
, the concrete crushing occurs prior to yielding of steel strand in tension. This upper limit value is 
significantly higher than the calculated hybrid balanced reinforcement ratio, and it increased by increase 
in the level of prestress in steel strand. It should be noticed that the yielding of steel strand for under-
reinforced beams in group B is always guaranteed due to the fact that fu sy   . 
3.5 Theoretical deflection 
To theoretically predict the deflection relationship of the IB specimens, two methods are followed 
in this study: 
1) The beam is discretized in Euler-Bernoulli beam element of 2 nodes. Then, the moment-curvature 
relationship (that was obtained from DOCROS software) is assigned to each element to compute 
the flexural stiffness by using a matrix displacement approach. This analysis procedure is done by 
using Def-DOCROS software, which is described more in detail elsewhere ([27, 31]); 
2) Using a direct method similar to the one suggested by ACI318, which was followed by subsequent 
ACI guidelines for concrete structures reinforced by FRP bars (ACI440-1R [7]), and prestressed 
concrete structures with FRP tendons (ACI440-4R [32]). Based on this method, an effective moment 
of inertia ( effI ) of beam section is determined using the moment of inertia of the cracked section (
crI ) at failure, which corresponds to the maximum moment ( nM ). This method is explained in this 
section. 
Based on the traditional mechanics of materials, the maximum deflection of the tested beam, maxD
, is determined by 
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where gI  is the gross moment of inertia of un-cracked section, and cE  is the elastic modulus of 
SFRSCC (average value obtained from the cylinder specimens, see section 2.1.2). Further, L  and a  are 
the beam and shear spans, respectively. ACI suggests to replace gI  by the effective moment of inertia (
effI ) of the cracked beam to obtain its deflection in cracked stage. Hence, effI  is calculated using 
(ACI440-1R [7]): 
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where d  is a factor that takes into account the relatively smaller tension stiffening effect when using 
FRP reinforcements, giving by  
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In Eqs. (34) and (35), the parameter aM  is the maximum moment of beam for each level of loading, 
and crM  is the cracking moment of the beam that can be calculated by 
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where ,
pre
c m  is the compressive stress introduced in the bottom surface of the beam’s cross section due 
to the eccentrically applied prestress force: 
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where  
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and 
    1 12 2p ps s pf fM N d h N d h     (31) 
The parameters psN  and pfN  are, respectively, the axial forces due to prestress in steel strand and FRP 
bars, which were previously given in Table 4. The concept of the proposed effective moment of inertia 
( effI ) by Eq. (26) is schematically illustrated in Figure 6a (shown by dotted line) for a concrete member 
reinforced with FRP bars (FRP-RC). As shown, this equation presents the decrease of effI  by increasing 
the applied moment. Before reaching the cracking moment, i.e. a crM M , it is assumed that eff gI I
. After crack initiation, effI  decreases with the increase of the ratio between the cracking moment and 
the applied moment ( cr aM M ), getting the moment of inertia of the cracked section, crI , at the flexural 
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failing. According to the ACI 440-1R-06 design guidelines, for FRP-RC beams, the moment of inertia 
of the cracked section (
crI ) can be determined by 
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3
cr f f
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where n  is the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of FRP bars to the modulus of elasticity of concrete (
f cE E ). However, in this study, the moment of inertia of the cracked hybrid SFRSCC beam at failure 
is determined by calculating the curvature of the cracked section at failure, giving by 
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where h
cr  is the curvature of beam corresponding to the nominal flexural strength (i.e. nM ). The 
nominal flexural strength can be calculated using Eq. (19) or Eq. (22) depending on being under or over-
reinforced section conditions, respectively. Further, the FRP tensile strain f , is calculated by Eq. (21)
when f hb   , and it is equal to FRP ultimate tensile strain when f hb   . Note that in the above 
equation, the value of c  is computed using Eq. (15), which is the depth of the neutral axis for 
a nM M  in the section with maximum moment. 
For case of plain concrete in FRP-RC beam, the tensile stress of concrete drops to almost zero after 
crack initiation (following typical tension-softening of plain concrete), which introduces significant loss 
in the effective moment of inertia, effI , after crack initiation. Additionally, the axial stiffness of FRP 
bars, as well as their bond performance to concrete are normally lower than conventional steel bars. 
Therefore, the tension-stiffening exhibited by FRP bars at crack initiation is less than steel bars. For this 
reason, the ACI committee 440 recommends the coefficient d  that is defined by the simple relation 
given in Eq. (27) depending on the ratio f hb  , in which the decrease level of the effective moment 
of inertia is governed by the coefficient d , as illustrated in Figure 6a. 
Conversely, for the case of hybrid reinforced SFRSCC beam, SFRSCC material provides high residual 
tensile stress after crack initiation (normally following a slight tension-hardening branch in its direct 
tension behavior as shown by P2 in Figure 5b), which reduces the decreasing rate of the effective 
moment of inertia at cracking stage. This trend in both FRP-RC beam and hybrid SFRSCC beam is 
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schematically compared in Figure 6b. Due to this difference, the function that reduces the effective 
moment of inertia, presented in Eq. (26), cannot be directly used for case of hybrid SFRSCC beam when 
a crM M . In order to adjust Eq. (26) for this type of beams, the concrete tensile strength ( ctf ) is 
replaced by the limit of proportionality ( ,ct Lf ), which is included in Table 3, and calculated using Eq. (1) 
for jF  corresponding to 0.05 mmCMOD   in the standard notched beam test. Hence, in Eq. (26) the 
cracking moment is now replaced by 
L
crM , which is computed by the following equation 
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The difference between considering crM  or 
L
crM  in Eq. (26) is shown in Figure 6a and b. With this 
strategy, the effective moment of inertia is assumed gI  for 
L
a crM M , which introduces a slight error 
in calculation of deflection for 
L
cr a crM M M  , however, it gives accurate results for 
L
a crM M , as 
it will be discussed later in section 4. Based on the above explanation, the following equation is proposed 
for the calculation of the effective moment of inertia for the proposed hybrid system: 
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where the value of d  is recommended to be assumed unit value for case of the hybrid SFRSCC beams 
proposed in this study. It should be noticed that 
h
effI  is also influenced by the propagation of flexure-
shear cracks in shear span, as it is discussed in the next section. 
3.5.1 Effect of shear crack propagation on the effective moment of inertia  
For case of reinforced FRC beams without shear reinforcements, the effective moment of inertia of 
the member calculated by Eq. (35) is influenced by the propagation of shear cracks in flexure-shear 
zones. This is attributed to the fact that the average curvature of SFRSCC beam in shear span gets higher 
magnitude rather than when the beam with no fibers, and it is shear reinforced with steel stirrups. This 
can be explained by the following two aspects: 
i. When compared to the conventional beams of plain concrete shear reinforced with steel stirrups, 
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FRC beams do not including steel stirrups, as is the case of the present beams, develop larger 
curvature for the same applied moment. For assuring force equilibrium in the crack section of a 
FRC beam, the neutral axis needs to progress further due to the tensile softening character of 
the post-tensile behavior of FRC instead of the tensile hardening effect provided by steel 
stirrups. 
ii. In the shear span of FRC beams, the shear component in the crack face promotes the occurrence 
of micro-spalling of the paste at the exit point of the fibers [33], whose occurrence introduces 
an instantaneous increase of crack opening with a direct consequence on the decrease of the 
post-cracking tensile capacity of the cracked section. 
While experimental results are not available for more reliable approach, the decrease level in the moment 
of inertia caused by these effects are simulated by the second linear parcel introduced in Eq. (35) for 
a cdM M , where cdM  defines the applied moment corresponding to the nominal shear strength of the 
beam only due to the concrete, 
cdV . This can be taken as the values recommended by the CEB-FIB 
Model code 2010 (the calculated values are given in Table 7), however, it should not be obviously taken 
smaller than 
L
crM . This reduction is schematically illustrated in Figure 6c. The modified equation of the 
effective moment of inertia for SFRSCC reinforced beams considering the increase in the curvature of 
beam due to the cracks in shear span is given by 
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The parameter sh  takes into account the rate of the linear decrease in 
h
effI  with increasing the 
maximum applied moment. The minimum value of 
h
effI  at failure is defined based on the ratio of 
v nM M , where vM  is the maximum moment corresponding to the nominal shear strength of the beam 
( nV  ), and it is calculated by .v nM V a . Hence, 
h
effI  can be derived using 
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when v nM M , the minimum value of 
h
effI  at failure is equal to 
h
crI  from Eq. (33). The coefficient sh  
can be obtained by substituting Eq. (37) into Eq. (36) for a vM M : 
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3.6 Crack spacing 
Crack spacing can be calculated by using the value recommended by RILEM TC 162-TDF [25] for 
case of FRC beams reinforced by conventional steel bars, but, replacing the corresponding parameters 
in case of steel bars by those for FRP bars. 
The proposed equation by RILEM for calculation of crack spacing, crS , becomes 
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where 
sfl  and sf  are the length and diameter of the used steel fibers, which was included in Table 2. 
The parameter 
f  is GFRP bar’s diameter. Further, the coefficients 1k  and 2k  are the factors that take 
into account the bond quality, and the form of strain distribution respectively. Due to the good bond 
quality obtained between the utilized GFRP bars and FRC material in the previous study carried out by 
the authors [34], the recommendation in terms of crack width and crack spacing for FRC beams 
reinforced by steel bars may be effectively used for case of SFRSCC beams reinforced by GFRP bars. 
Based on the recommended values by RILEM TC 162-TDF, 1 0.8k   for having good bond quality, and 
2 0.5k   for bending condition. Further, the parameter ,c efA  represents the effective tension area of 
SFRSCC surrounding the GFRP bars in the cross-section, giving by [25] 
  , 2.5 0.5c ef f fA d b    (40) 
where 
fd  is the SFRSCC cover thickness for GFRP bars. According to Eq. (39), the crack spacing of 
the tested beams is calculated as RILEM 97mmcrS  , with an exception of IB4 that is 
RILEM 77mmcrS   due 
to the higher number of GFRP bars installed in the cross-section. The calculated value of crack spacing 
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will be compared with the value measured form the experimental crack pattern in section 4. 
3.7 Theoretical crack width 
In the lack of formulation in the available design codes for calculation of crack width in case of the 
proposed hybrid reinforced SFRSCC beam, the recommendation proposed by ACI440-1R-06 [7] in case 
of FRP-RC beams as well as by RILEM TC 162-TDF [25] and CEB-FIB Model Code 2010 [24] for 
case of steel reinforced FRC beams are checked if they fit the case of the hybrid SFRSCC beams. For 
the last two design guidelines, the parameters corresponding to steel bars are replaced by the 
corresponding values for FRP bars. 
ACI 440-1R-06 [7], guideline for design of FRP-RC elements, recommends the following equation 
for evaluating the crack width: 
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where 
fd   and s  are FRP bar’s concrete cover and spacing, respectively. Further, the parameter   is 
defined as the ratio of distance between neutral axis and tension face to distance between neutral axis 
and centroid of reinforcement. The factor bk  takes into account the degree of bond between FRP bars 
and surrounding concrete. According to ACI440-1R-06, the value of bk  is ranged from 0.6 to 1.7 
depending on the bond degree. 
RILEM TC 162-TDF suggests that the crack width can be estimated by multiplying the average 
value of tensile strain of the reinforcing bars by the crack spacing. Though, the recommendation is for 
case of FRC beams reinforced by conventional steel bars, the same strategy may be relevant for case of 
the present study, replacing the corresponding parameters of steel bars by those from GFRP bars. Hence, 
the crack width becomes: 
 RILEM3f f crw k S   (42) 
where 3k  is a coefficient relating the average crack width to the design value, which is set unit value to 
compare with the measured crack width from the tests. The parameter f  is the mean value of GFRP 
bar’s stain over the crack spacing, given by 
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where the factors 4k  and 5k  take into account, respectively, the bond degree and the duration of the 
loading or of repeated loading, which both equal to one for case of this study [25]. 
More recently CEB-FIB Model Code 2010 proposed the following equation to determine the crack 
width for steel FRC members, which is verified in this study for case of the hybrid reinforced SFRSCC: 
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Where bm  is bond shear strength, and 6k  is an empirical coefficient to assess the mean strain over the 
length which slip between concrete and reinforcing bar occurs, depending on the type of loading. 
6 0.6k   is adopted for case of the present study [24]. It should be noticed that the shrinkage contribution 
is ignored in calculation of crack width by Eq. (44). Furthermore, the term inside the curly bracket in 
Eq. (44) is defined as the length over which slip between concrete and longitudinal reinforcement occurs 
(CEB-FIB Model Code 2010). Hence, double this value can be somehow taken as the average crack 
spacing that is recommended by CEB-FIB Model Code 2010. 
The value of sr  in Eqs. (43) and (44) is the tensile stress of GFRP bars calculated on the basis of a 
cracked section under loading conditions causing first cracking. This value can be computed by using 
the following equation for the both equations: 
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where  ,10.45Fts Rf f . The calculated value of Ftsf (given in Table 3) is higher than ctf , meaning that 
the parcel  ct Ftsf f  in Eqs. (44) and (45) becomes negative. Hence, the stress of the GFRP bars at 
crack initiation (i.e. sr ), is not meant to be in tension. In case of the present study, the parcel  ct Ftsf f  
is assumed null, meaning that the value of sr  is almost negligible. The obtained results of the crack 
width in terms of  f fw f  diagram will be compared with those obtained by the experiments in the next 
section. 
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4 Results and discussion 
4.1 Flexural strength and failure mode of the tested beams 
The maximum experimental moment ( ,expuM ) carried by the tested beams was calculated from the 
respective maximum load ( maxP ) that was registered during the monotonic tests, giving by 
 ,exp max
1
2
uM P a   (46) 
where a  is the shear span. The calculated values of ,expuM  are reported in Table 7 for Group A and B 
of the beams. The theoretical moment that causes the yielding in steel strand can be obtained by using 
the output results from DOCROS software. This theoretical moment is nominated by yM , and their 
values are included in Table 7 for the tested beams. By comparing between ,expuM  and yM , it can be 
stated that the steel strand reached the yielding stress for Group B of the beams (with an exception of 
IB5 as the none-prestressed beam), while no beam in Group A experienced the value of moment greater 
than yM . For this reason, the failing of the beams in Group A is called “shear failure”, while the failing 
of the prestressed IBs in Group B are all “flexo-shear failure” as indicated in Table 7. This was evidenced 
by means of the last measured strain by “SGst” installed on steel strand (shown in Figure 2), being 
0.86% for IB6, and 1.06% for IB8, corresponding to 27.5 mm and 22 mm of mid span deflection, 
respectively. Since the beams experienced higher applied moment after this point, and also the strain 
gauges on GFRP bars kept increasing at mid-span, it can be concluded that the steel has already yielded 
at failure. Unfortunately, “SGst” for IB10 was failed at the beginning of the test. It should be noticed 
that, it was unlikely to have this type of strain gauge working beyond the strain of about 1% (i.e. 1%s 
). 
Additionally, the ultimate crack pattern and the failure mode of the tested beams are illustrated in 
Figure 7 for Group A, and in Figure 8 for Group B. As shown in these two figures, all the beams failed 
at the ultimate stage, by propagation of diagonal cracks in the shear spans starting from the bottom 
flange toward the loading point, with the exception of IB4 (over-reinforced condition, see Table 6). IB4 
was failed by progressing a shear crack from the loading point through the junction plane between the 
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bottom flange and web plate for the maximum applied moment less than the value registered for IB3 
beam. The premature rupture of the IB4 beam is mainly caused by the increase of the flexural 
reinforcement, since this increases the stiffness of the bottom flange of the beam, as well as the dowel 
effect. These two factors contribute for the higher resistance of the flange zone to be crossed by a shear 
crack, which promotes its propagation at the interface between bottom web and flange. Since this 
interface has no stirrups resisting to these in-plane shear stresses, and the percentage of fibers giving 
effective contribution for shear resistance is relatively small (the fibers have the tendency to get a 
horizontal direction [35]), a premature failure occurred in this beam. 
The nominal flexural strength ( nM ) from the theoretical methods described in section 3.2 are 
included in Table 7. No significant change was observed in the ratio of ,expu nM M  for the tested beams 
in Group A (with an exception of IB4 that had a premature failure), meaning that by increasing the 
prestress level of the over-reinforced beams, no significant increase is attained in flexural strength of 
the beam. However, this ratio significantly increased by increasing the prestress level of the under-
reinforced beams in Group B in which the flexural strength reached about 93% of its nominal value for 
IB10 (with 40% of prestress level in GFRP bars). 
4.2 Force-deflection relationship 
4.2.1 Effective moment of inertia 
The experimental effective moment of inertia of the tested beams (i.e. 
exp
effI ) can be calculated using 
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where maxaM D  is taken from the test results at beam’s mid-span section. The calculated results are 
plotted in Figure 9a for Group A, and in Figure 9b for Group B. This figure shows that the flexural 
stiffness of the beams has increased with the applied prestress level. Although the tested beams in Group 
B showed different load carrying capacities, the ultimate 
exp
effI  at failure was almost same for all the 
beams in this group (see the graph with higher magnification in Figure 9b). This means that the ultimate 
exp
effI  is not influenced by the level of prestress in the reinforcements. In fact, increasing the prestress 
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level of the reinforcements only the cracking moment increases, which delays the beam to reach the 
ultimate 
exp
effI . 
Additionally, the values obtained from Eq. (36) previously proposed to evaluate the effective 
moment of inertia of hybrid SFRSCC beams (i.e. 
h
effI ) are plotted in Figure 9. As shown, the proposed 
equation can predict with acceptable accuracy the experimental results in terms of 
eff aI M . The 
coefficient sh  was defined to consider the effect of shear crack propagation on the effective moment 
of inertia. In order to show the influence of this factor, the experimental 
eff aI M  of IB6 (as example), 
is compared with the respective theoretical results by Eq. (26) for 0sh  , and for sh  by Eq. (38) in 
Figure 10. When sh  is null, the experimental results in terms of eff aI M are overestimated; however, 
the experimental relationship is well captured when sh  is obtained from Eq. (38). 
4.2.2 Force-deflection up to service load 
The force-deflection relationship of the tested beams is plotted in Figure 11 up to the deflection of 
15 mm, which is about 250L  that is typically defined as the deflection limit for service conditions 
(ACI318-08 [36]). The increase in the service load by increasing the prestress level is observable from 
this figure. In addition to the experimental results, the force-deflection relationship from the Def-
DOCROS software, and by Eq. (25) for hg effI I , which is designated as “direct method”, are also 
shown in this figure. It should be noticed that when theoretical deflection is calculated by using the 
proposed effective moment of inertia, 
h
effI , from Eq. (36), the value of vM  in Eq. (37) was taken as the 
ultimate moment obtained from the experiments ( ,expuM ). Up to the service load (or service moment, 
SLSM  included in Table 7), corresponding to a deflection of about 9 mm, the accuracy of both 
theoretical approaches to predict the crack initiation is acceptable. As already referred, the limit of 
proportionality ( ,ct Lf ) should be used to estimate the effective crack initiation response of SFRSCC 
prestressed beams. 
For mid span deflection between 9 and 15 mm, the accuracy of both theoretical approaches to 
predict the results in Group B was acceptable. However, for Group A, the Def-DOCROS overestimated 
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the experimental results, while the direct method has provided accurate predictions (except IB1). This 
is mainly due to the different distance of loading point loads adopted for the tests of the beams of Groups 
A and B (750 mm and 500 mm for Group A and Group B, respectively). Due to the lower shear span in 
Group A, the effect on the beam curvature due to the propagation of shear cracks was initiated at a lower 
value of deflection at mid span. Therefore, the results from Def-DOCROS, which did not consider this 
effect, overestimated the experimental load carrying capacity for mid span deflection higher than about 
9 mm. 
Contrary to the other beams of Group A, in the IB1 beam the Def-DOCROS has predicted more 
accurately the experimental force-deflection relationship than the direct method. This may be due to 
asymmetrical distribution of the load applied to the two point loads during the test in IB1 beam. This 
non-uniform response is more visible in the total force-deflection relationship of IB1, as it is shown in 
next section. 
4.2.3 Total force-deflection relationship 
The total force-deflection relationship up to the failure of the beams of Group A and B are plotted 
in Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively. In addition to the experimental results, the force-deflection 
relationship from the Def-DOCROS software, and the results obtained by Eq. (25) with hg effI I , which 
is designated by “direct method”, are shown in these figures. The direct method, which is based on the 
proposed effective moment of inertia by Eq. (36) for hybrid systems, estimates with acceptable accuracy 
the force-deflection relationship of the beams up to the ultimate stage. However, the Def-DOCROS 
overestimates the load carrying capacity registered experimentally (in fact it is the deflection that is 
underestimated) because this numerical model does not implement in the stiffness matrix of the adopted 
displacement method, the shear stiffness degradation occurred during the loading process [31]. 
The experimental force-deflection relationship recorded in IB1 showed abnormal behavior 
comparing to the other beams of Group A. A great load decay was observed in the recorded force-
deflection relationship at about 32 mm mid span deflection (see Figure 12, IB1). The reason of this 
abnormal behavior may be due to non-uniform distribution of the load applied in the two point loads. In 
this test, a critical diagonal crack was formed firstly at one side of the beam’s shear span, which resulted 
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in the first load decay. Afterward, the applied load started increasing again, leading to the formation of 
another critical diagonal crack in the other beam’s shear span, which resulted in the second load decay, 
followed immediately by the failure of the beam. This non-uniform behavior can be mainly due to a 
deficient casting process of the SFRSCC and/or a quite different fiber distribution and orientation 
between the shear spans. Therefore, the cross sections in the two shear span have different flexural 
stiffness, mainly after crack initiation, which justify this abnormal behavior of the whole system. 
The theoretical “yielding point” that is defined by yM  and its corresponding mid span deflection 
( yD ) at yield initiation of the steel strand, are also indicated in Figure 12 and Figure 13 for all tested 
beams. Note that yD  was obtained as the output results from Def-DOCROS software, whose values 
are included in Table 7. As already mentioned, none of the beams in Group A has attained yM . 
Conversely, the maximum applied moment for the prestressed beams in Group B was higher than yM
, meaning that steel strand yielded for this group of specimens. This provided higher ductility to the 
beams of Group B, as it is discussed in the next section.  
4.3 Ductility and deformability 
Deformability is an important aspect for determining the safety of FRP prestressed beams. Since 
FRP bars are brittle materials, a care should be taken to ensure sufficient warning for these type of 
structures. Based on the deformability-approach firstly proposed by [37], ductility of FRP-RC members 
can be measured taking into account the “strength effect” and “deformation effect”: 
 
s dC C    (48) 
with the following definition: 
 ,
250
u u
s d
SLS
M D
C C
M S
   (49) 
where 
SLSM  is the applied moment corresponding to SLS for mid-span deflection being equal to 
250L  (see Table 7), and uM  is the maximum moment that carried by the beam at ultimate limit stage. 
Also, uD  is the maximum deflection that corresponds to the peak load in the force-deflection 
relationship. The ductility index ( ) is defined by multiplying these two factors. The calculated ductility 
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index, as well as the strength and deformation effects of the tested beams are compared using three 
column charts presented in Figure 14a, b and c. To better understand the ductility improvements of the 
tested beams, the deformation and strength effects calculated by using the force-deflection relationship 
obtained from the Def-DOCROS software are also presented in these figures. The reason of this 
comparison is that Def-DOCROS was developed for simulating the behavior of elements failing in 
bending. Hereafter, the force-deflection relationship of the I-beams from Def-DOCROS, which is only 
governed by flexural deformation of the beam, is known as “reference response”. 
4.3.1 Strength effect 
From Figure 14a, the strength effect, 
sC , calculated from the experimental force-deflection 
relationship are totally lower than the respective value calculated from the “reference response”. By 
increasing the prestress level of the beam, the difference between these two values becomes smaller in 
which for IB10 with the highest amount of prestress level the difference is almost negligible. 
4.3.2 Deformation effect 
In Figure 14b, the deformation effect, dC , that is calculated from experimental force-deflection 
relationship are compared with those obtained from the “reference response”. With an exception of the 
non-prestressed I-beams, dC  increases for all the prestressed I-beams. This increase is much higher for 
the case of under-reinforced beams in Group B, in which the value of dC  from the experiments is about 
two times higher than the calculated dC  from the “reference response”. 
4.3.3 Ductility index 
The ductility index,  , of the tested beams is compared with the ones obtained from the “reference 
response”. As shown in Figure 14c, the ductility corresponding to elements governed by flexural 
deformation was not attained in over-reinforced beams (Series A), while it was exceeded in the under-
reinforced beams (Series B). In fact, the prestressed IB6, IB8 and IB10 can exhibit enough deformation 
at the ultimate stage before failing with no loss of the strength. This can be a great achievement in terms 
of structural performance of the proposed hybrid SFRSCC prestressed beams, in which the beams 
behaves efficiently similar to its “reference response” up to the service loads, afterward, at ultimate 
limit stage, the progressive degradation of beam curvature in the flexure-shear region introduces higher 
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deformation to the global response of the beam, while the beam that can maintain the flexural strength. 
4.4 Cracking behavior 
4.4.1 Crack pattern 
A comparison between the crack patterns of IB5, IB6 and IB8 for mid-span deflection of about 
15 mm are given in Figure 15. The cracking length of the tested beams decreases (from 1740 to 
1440 mm) with an increase in the prestress force of the reinforcements at the same level of deflection at 
mid-span. The cracking length is simply defined by the length of beam span that is no longer in the 
elastic phase, and it may be experimentally approximated by the distance between the last two formed 
cracked at two sides of the beam, as shown in Figure 15. The decrease in the cracking length is due to 
the fact that the prestress level of reinforcing bars increases the cracking moment of the beam because 
of the initial confinement and negative camber that imposes to the beam. The prestress level of the 
longitudinal reinforcements showed no significant effect on crack spacing of the beams. The average 
experimental crack spacing, 
exp
crS , obtained measured from the tested IB5, IB6, and IB8 is written in 
Figure 15. The measured crack spacing is in good agreement with the crack spacing recommended by 
RILEM in Eq. (39). Additionally, the theoretical level of the neutral axis obtained by DOCROS at SLS 
is illustrated in Figure 15 using a bold dashed-line. The position of crack tips in the constant moment 
region can approximately represent the experimental level of natural axis in this region. 
4.4.2 Crack width 
The value of maximum crack with versus the average tensile stress of GFRP bars in pure bending 
zone measured by the installed strain gauges (SG2, SG3 and SG4) are plotted in Figure 16 for IB5, IB6, 
IB8 and IB10. The experimental crack width was measured by using a microscope device with 1 20 mm
of measuring precision for different level of applied moment less than SLSM  (written in Table 7). In 
addition to the experimental measurements, the theoretical curves obtained by Eq. (41) given by ACI 
440-1R-06[7] is plotted in Figure 16. As shown, depending on the given value to the parameter bk , a 
wide range of crack width values is obtained for FRP-RC tested. The highest accuracy belongs to the 
curve that is obtained for 0.6bk  , which represents the highest bond degree between GFRP bars and 
SFRSCC. Additionally, Eq. (42) recommended by RILEM in case of steel-FRC beams, predicts with an 
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acceptable accuracy the experimental results of crack width. In this equation, the bond quality between 
GFRP and SFRSCC was also taken as the highest value by giving 1.0 to the parameter 3k . On the other 
hand, the theoretical crack width recommended by CEB-FIB Model Code 2010, from Eq. (44), 
underestimated the measured crack width during the tests. 
5 Conclusion 
In the present work the deflection and cracking behavior of I-shaped cross-sectional beams of 
SFRSCC reinforced in flexure with hybrid prestressed steel strand and glass fiber reinforced polymer 
(GFRP) bars was investigated. Based on the results of the experimental study and theoretical 
investigation presented and developed in this paper, the following conclusions can be remarked: 
i. A new concept for balanced reinforcement ratio of hybrid FRP-steel FRC beam was proposed 
in this study. When the FRP reinforcement ratio was lower than this balanced reinforcement 
ratio, the increase in the prestress level in the reinforcement improve clearly the structural 
performance of the hybrid system, however, it showed no significant contribution when the 
beams were over reinforced. This new balanced reinforcement ratio can be used as design 
criterion to address the behavior of the reinforced hybrid beam at ultimate limit stage. 
ii. A significant improvement in terms of deformability was achieved for under reinforced 
prestressed hybrid FRC beam with no significant loss in flexural strength of the beam. This 
results in noticeable increase in ductility index (more than two times) for prestressed beam with 
30 and 40% prestress in GFRP bars; 
iii. When the bond quality of the reinforcing bars and concrete was considered as the highest degree, 
design crack width value given by RILEM (which is recommended for FRC material reinforced 
by conventional steel bars), and by ACI (which is recommended for FRP-RC beams) 
approximated well CMOD measured from the tests. 
iv. The proposed method to predict the force-deflection response of the hybrid prestressed beam, 
which is based on a new definition of the effective moment of inertia, effI  , predicts with an 
acceptable accuracy the experimental force-deflection. The proposed effective moment of 
inertia takes into account the effect of prestress in the reinforcements, the increase in curvature 
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of the beam due to shear crack propagation, and the stiffening effect due to steel fibers at crack 
initiation. 
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Notations 
a  shear span of beam 
cf   the concrete compressive strength 
,ct bA  
tensile area of beam’s cross section under level 
of neutral axis at balanced condition 
ctf  SFRSCC tensile strength 
fA  area of GFRP bar’s cross section ,ct Lf  
limit of proportionality calculated for CMOD 
=0.05 mm in standard notched beam test  
gA  
gross area of SFRSCC beam’s cross section pre
ff  
prestress of GFRP bar 
sA  area of steel strand’s cross section fuf  the ultimate tensile stress of GFRP bars 
b  width of bottom flange in SFRSCC beam’s 
cross section  
Ftsf  the residual flexural stress of SFRSCC defined 
by Model Code 2010 
nb  width of beam in the notched beam bending 
tests  
Ftuf  the residual flexural stress of SFRSCC defined 
by Model Code 2010 
wb  width of web in SFRSCC beam’s cross section  ,R jf  
the residual flexural stresses of SFRSCC defined 
by Model Code 2010 ( 1,2,3,4j  ) 
c  the depth of neutral axis pre
sf  
prestress of steel strand 
bc  the depth of neutral axis at the balanced 
section condition 
suf  the ultimate tensile stress of steel strand 
vc  the depth of neutral axis in a flexure-shear 
crack in shear span 
syf  
yielding stress of steel strand 
dC  the strength effect in calculation of ductility 
index 
cF  the resultant of compressive force at cracked 
SFRSCC beam’s cross section 
sC  the deformation effect in calculation of 
ductility index 
,c bF  
the resultant of compressive force at balanced 
cracked SFRSCC beam’s cross section 
fd  the arm of tensile force of GFRP bars at 
SFRSCC beam’s cross section 
,f bF  
the tensile force of GFRP bars at balanced 
cracked SFRSCC beam’s cross section 
fd   SFRSCC concrete cover of GFRP bars 
(measured from bottom surface of section) 
jF  
the applied force in notched beam test 
corresponding to ,R jf  
,f eqd  
the arm of tensile force of equivalent GFRP 
bars at SFRSCC beam’s cross section 
fF  the tensile force of GFRP bars at cracked 
SFRSCC beam’s cross section 
frd  the arm of the resultant of the residual tensile 
force by fibers at beam’s cross section 
frF  the resultant of tensile force at cracked SFRSCC 
beam’s cross section (due to fibers) 
sd  the arm of tensile force of steel strand at 
SFRSCC beam’s cross section 
,fr bF  the resultant of tensile force at balanced cracked 
FRC beam’s cross section by fibers 
midD  mid span deflection of tested beams sF  the tensile force of steel strand bars at cracked 
SFRSCC beam’s cross section 
yD  mid span deflection corresponding to yielding 
of steel strand 
syF  
yielding force of steel strand 
cE  Young’s modulus of SFRSCC material h  height of I shaped SFRSCC beam’s cross section 
fE  Young’s modulus of GFRP bar 1h  height of the flanges in I shaped SFRSCC 
beam’s cross section 
sE  Young’s modulus of steel strand 2h  height of the flanges in I shaped SFRSCC 
beam’s cross section 
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Notations 
3h  height of the web in I shaped SFRSCC beam’s 
cross section 
cdM  the moment corresponding to cdV  
sph  
height of the notched section in the standard 
notched beam benign test 
L
crM  
the cracking moment of I shaped SFRSCC beam 
calculated, replacing ctf  by ,ct Lf  
crI  the moment of inertia of cracked FRP-RC 
beam’s cross section 
nM  the nominal flexural strength of beam 
h
crI  
the moment of inertia of cracked hybrid 
FRP/steel SFRSCC beam’s cross section 
pM  
moment due to the eccentrically applied 
prestress force 
effI  the effective moment of inertia of FRP-RC 
beam 
SLSM  the applied moment corresponding to 250L  
,exp
h
effI  
The experimental effective moment of inertia 
of hybrid GFRP/steel SFRSCC beam 
uM  the peak applied moment in moment-deflection 
relationship of beam  
h
effI  
the effective moment of inertia of hybrid 
GFRP/steel SFRSCC beam 
,expuM  
the peak applied moment in moment-deflection 
relationship of the tested beams 
gI  
the moment of inertia of uncracked hybrid 
GFRP/steel SFRSCC beam 
vM  the moment corresponding to nV  
k  the factor in calculation of nominal shear 
strength of beam by 
Eq. Error! Reference source not found. 
yM  
the applied moment corresponding to yield 
initiation of steel strand 
1k  the factors that take into account the bond 
quality (Eq. (39)) 
rn  the ratio between the Young’s modulus of steel 
strand and GFRP bar 
2k  the factors that take into account the form of 
strain distribution (Eq. (39)) 
fn  the ratio between the Young’s modulus of GFRP 
bar and SFRSCC 
3k  factors taking into account the bond quality 
(Eq. (42)) 
fpN  
axil prestressed force applied to beam due to 
GFRP bars 
4k  factors taking into account the duration of the 
loading or of repeated loading (Eq. (52)) 
spN  
axil prestressed force applied to beam due to 
steel strand 
bk  the factors that take into account the bond 
quality (Eq. (50)) 
maxP  the peak applied force in force-deflection 
relationship of the tested beams 
l  span of the standard notched beam test sP  the maximum tensile force transferred due to 
bond behavior of the steel strand 
csl  characteristic length defined by Model Code 
2010 
s  horizontal distance between GFRP bars at 
beam’s cross section 
L  span of the I shaped hybrid SFRSCC 
prestressed beam 
crS  crack spacing 
frm  factor to calculate balanced reinforcement ratio 
by Eq. 
RILEM
crS  crack spacing calculated by Eq. (39) 
1m  modified factor to calculate the depth of 
neutral axis by Eq. (16) 
V  the applied shear force in shear span of beam 
2m  modified factor to calculate the depth of 
neutral axis by Eq. (16) 
cdV  the shear resistance of beam due to only concrete 
sm  factor to calculate balanced reinforcement ratio 
by Eq. (4) 
nV  the nominal shear strength of hybrid reinforced 
SFRSCC prestressed beam 
aM  the maximum applied moment carried by I 
shaped SFRSCC beam at each level of loading 
w  crack width at cracked section 
crM  the cracking moment of I shaped SFRSCC 
beam 
fw  crack width at the level of GFRP bars at cracked 
section 
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Notations 
kw  design crack width 
pre
s  
pre-strain of steel strand 
1  the parameter define the rectangular SFRSCC 
compressive stress block of at crack section 
su  breaking tensile strain of steel strand  
  coefficient relating the average crack width to 
the design value 
  ductility index of beam 
1  the parameter define the rectangular SFRSCC 
compressive stress block of at crack section 
c  defined by Eq. (9) 
2  parameter that takes into account the particular 
geometry of the adopted I shape cross section 
f  GFRP reinforcement ratio 
d  factor that takes into account the relatively 
smaller tension stiffening effect of FRP bars  
sy  yielding strain of steel strand 
sh  factor that takes into account the crack shear 
propagation in the proposed direct method  
fb  FRP balanced reinforcement ratio 
  factor to calculate the depth of neutral axis by 
Eq. (16) 
,f eq  equivalent GFRP reinforcement ratio 
c  safety factor in calculation of the nominal 
shear strength by 
Eq. Error! Reference source not found. 
hb  hybrid balanced reinforcement ratio 
c  SFRSCC compressive strain s  steel strand reinforcement ratio 
cu  Ultimate compressive strain in concrete 
cr
ct  
equivalent average value of crack tensile stress 
of SFRSCC 
cp  SFRSCC compressive strain at onset of its 
plastic behavior ,
cr
ct b  
equivalent average value of crack tensile stress 
of SFRSCC at balanced condition 
ct  SFRSCC tensile strain 
pre
c  
average compressive stress acting over the gross 
section due to the prestressed force 
f  tensile strain of GFRP bars 
,
pre
c m  
average compressive stress over the section due 
to the prestressed force and its moment 
f  mean tensile strain of GFRP bars at distance 
between two consecutive cracks 
sr  tensile stress of reinforcements at crack 
formation stage defined by Eq. (43) 
pre
f  
pre-strain of GFRP bars h
cr  
the curvature of cracked section corresponding 
to nM  
fu  the ultimate tensile strain of GFRP bars f  diameter of GFRP bars 
u
f  
upper limit of GFRP bar tensile strain during 
the first fatigue cycle 
s  diameter of steel strand 
s  tensile strain of steel strand sf  diameter of steel fibers 
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Table 1: Nominal properties of the longitudinal reinforcements used in the present study 
Type 
Diameter 
Cross section 
area 
Young’s 
Modulus 
Yielding 
strain 
Yielding 
stress 
Ultimate 
stress 
Ultimate 
strain 
Weight 
,f s   ,f sA A  ,f sE E  sy  syf  ,fu suf f  ,fu su   
(mm) (mm2) (GPa) (%) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (gr/m) 
Steel strand 15 15.2 139.4 187.5 ~0.85 ~1600 ~1900 >3.5 1094 
Steel strand 9 9.5 51.6 187.5 ~0.85 ~1600 ~1900 >3.5 405 
GFRP bar 13.1 134.7 60.0 - - 1350 2.25 317 
1 The subscript “s” refers to the parameters for steel strand, and “f” for GFRP bars; 
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Table 2: SFRSCC composition 
Cement Fly ash 
Limestone 
filler 
Water SP* 
Fine 
sand 
Coarse 
Sand 
Coarse 
Aggregate 
ST** 
(kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (Liter/m3) (Liter/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) 
472 141 142 201 16 123 656 503 90 
* SP: Superplasticizer;  
** ST: Steel fiber of 33 mm length (
sfl ), 0.5 mm diameter ( sf ), and 65 of aspect ratio; 
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Table 3: The residual flexural tensile strength parameters of SFRSCC 
 
Residual flexural tensile strength parameters Limit of 
proportionality* 
 
1CMOD  2CMOD  3CMOD  4CMOD  
1F  ,1Rf  2F  ,2Rf  3F  ,3Rf  4F  ,4Rf  LF  ,ct Lf  Fstf
** 
(kN) (MPa) (kN) (MPa) (kN) (MPa) (kN) (MPa) (kN) (MPa) (MPa) 
Average 30.65 11.59 30.81 11.65 28.25 10.68 25.26 9.55 15.57 5.90 5.21 
CoV (%) 4.21 6.04 5.80 6.39 5.04  
* Calculated by Eq. (1) for CMOD=0.05 mm; 
** this value is used for calculation of crack width in section 3.7, and it is equal to 0.45fR,1 according to [24]. 
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Table 4: Beam identification, reinforcement data of GFRP and steel bars and prestress level 
 
Beam 
ID 
 
      Close to jacking 
fA  f
  
sA  s  
pre
sf  
pre
ff  ps
N * pfN ** 
(mm2)  (%) (mm2)  (%) (MPa) (%) (MPa) (%) (kN) (kN) 
G
ro
u
p
 A
 IB1  269 2Ø12 0.29 139.0 1Ø15 0.18 0.0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
IB2  269 2Ø12 0.29 139.0 1Ø15 0.18 400 25 0 0 55.6 0.0 
IB3  269 2Ø12 0.29 139.0 1Ø15 0.18 800 50 0 0 111.2 0.0 
IB4  404 3Ø12 0.43 139.0 1Ø15 0.18 800 50 0 0 111.2 0.0 
G
ro
u
p
 B
 
IB5  269 2Ø12 0.29 51.6 1Ø9 0.07 0.0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
IB6  269 2Ø12 0.29 51.6 1Ø9 0.07 800 50 200 15 41.3 53.8 
IB7***  269 2Ø12 0.29 51.6 1Ø9 0.07 800 50 200 15 41.3 53.8 
IB8  269 2Ø12 0.29 51.6 1Ø9 0.07 800 50 400 30 41.3 107.6 
IB9***  269 2Ø12 0.29 51.6 1Ø9 0.07 800 50 400 30 41.3 107.6 
IB10***  269 2Ø12 0.29 51.6 1Ø9 0.07 800 50 540 40 41.3 145.3 
* Prestressed force in the steel strand without considering pre-strain losses; 
** Prestressed force in the GFRP bars without considering pre-strain losses; 
*** Beams used in fatigue loading tests. 
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Table 5: Pre-strain losses on the prestressed beams for Group B of tests 
Beam 
ID 
Design prestress 
level1 
Design Pre-
strain 
level2 
Reinforcing 
line 
Average value of strain in the 
reinforcements 
pre
s  and 
pre
f  at Loss 
Prestress 
level 3 
psP or pfP  
Pulling → Releasing → 
Testing 
day 
 (%) (%)  (%) days (%) days (%) (%) (%) 
IB6 
50 0.43 Steel 0.44 4 0.41 95 0.40 9 47 
15 0.34 GFRP 1 0.35 4 0.33 95 0.30 14 13 
15 0.34 GFRP 2 0.37 4 0.36 95 0.32 14 14 
IB7 
50 0.43 Steel 0.46 4 0.45 94 0.41 11 48 
15 0.34 GFRP 1 0.35 4 0.34 94 0.30 14 13 
15 0.34 GFRP 2 0.36 4 0.34 94 0.31 14 14 
IB8 
50 0.43 Steel 0.45 4 0.44 93 0.41 9 48 
30 0.68 GFRP 1 0.68 4 0.65 93 0.58 15 25 
30 0.68 GFRP 2 0.69 4 0.67 93 0.60 13 26 
IB9 
50 0.43 Steel 0.45 4 0.42 126 0.40 11 47 
30 0.68 GFRP 1 0.69 4 0.67 126 0.60 13 26 
30 0.68 GFRP 2 0.68 4 0.63 126 0.58 15 25 
IB10 
50 0.43 Steel 0.45 4 0.44 122 0.41 9 48 
40 0.90 GFRP 1 0.94 4 0.88 122 0.83 11 37 
40 0.90 GFRP 2 0.93 4 0.86 122 0.81 14 36 
      Average: Steel 9.8%  
        GFRP 13.6%  
1 It is defined as the value in percentage that is calculated by dividing the nominal prestress value in the reinforcements by the yield stress in 
case of steel strand and by the ultimate tensile stress in case of GFRP bar; 
2 It is defined as the strain value in percentage calculating by multiplying the design prestress level by the yield strain in case of steel strand 
and the ultimate tensile strain in case of GFRP bar; 
3 It is calculated according to the value of prestress in the reinforcements after the losses being occurred; 
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Table 6: The balanced reinforcement ratio and the nominal flexural strength of the tested beams 
B
e
a
m
 
ID
 
 
 
Balanced reinforcement 
ratio 
 Nominal flexural strength  
  
Over/under 
reinforced 
 
By Eqs. (5) 
and (10) 
 By DOCROS  
By Eq. (19) 
or (22) 
 By DOCROS  
By 
DOCROS 
 
f   bc  fb   bc  fb   c  nM   c  nM   
up
f * 
 
(%)  (mm) (%)  (mm) (%)  (mm) (kN.m)  (mm) (kN.m)  (%)  
IB1 0.29  63.3 0.25  66.2 0.23  67.3 265.4  70.6 257.1  1.28  ~Balanced 
IB2 0.29  63.3 0.25  66.2 0.23  67.3 265.4  70.5 257.4  1.97  ~Balanced 
IB3 0.29  63.3 0.25  66.2 0.23  67.3 265.4  70.5 257.2  3.24  ~Balanced 
IB4 0.43  63.3 0.25  66.2 0.23  75.5 309.7  80.2 297.1  3.24  Over 
IB5 0.29  63.5 0.36  66.2 0.33  58.8 226.7  61.6 218.7  -  Under 
IB6,7 0.29  71.5 0.42  75.1 0.40  61.9 226.1  65.7 221.3  -  Under 
IB8,9 0.29  81.8 0.48  86.1 0.48  66.8 225.0  70.5 223.6  -  Under 
IB10 0.29  94.0 0.54  98.2 0.56  72.6 223.9  75.4 225.1  -  Under 
* the upper limit of FRP reinforcement ratio in which for 
up
f f   , concrete crushing occurs prior to yielding of steel in tension. 
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Table 7: Flexural strength of the tested beams from the experiments and theoretical methods 
B
e
a
m
 I
D
 
By experimental 
results 
 
Recommended by 
CEB-FIB # 
 
By 
Eq. (19) 
 or (22) 
 
By 
DOCROS 
By Def-
DOCROS 
,expu
n
M
M
 
Is the 
steel  
yielded? 
Mode  
of failure 
,expuM  SLSM * 
 
cdV  cdM   nM  
 
yM † yD † 
(kN.m) (kN.m)  (kN) (kN.m)  (kN.m)  (kN.m) (mm) 
IB1 175 111  49.5 73.0  270  214 36 0.66 No Shear failure 
IB2 179 119  53.2 78.5  270  202 32 0.68 No Shear failure 
IB3 180 132  56.8 83.8  270  189 31 0.68 No Shear failure 
IB4 142 135  60.3 88.9  302  242 30 0.47 No Shear failure 
IB5 148 100  42.6 68.2  223  165 36 0.67 No Shear failure 
IB6 186 128  49.5 79.2  226  155 21 0.83 Yes Flexo shear failure 
IB8 201 147  52.8 84.5  229  175 20 0.89 Yes Flexo shear failure 
IB10 210 § 157  55.6 89.0  227  190 19 0.93 Yes Flexo shear failure 
* calculated from the experimental results of force-deflection corresponding to the mid-span deflection of about L/250~15 mm; 
# these values are calculated based on the recommendation by CEB-FIB Model Code 2010 [24], being Mcd = Vcd . a;  
† obtained using DOCROS software, which correspond to the steel strand tensile stress of ~1600 MPa at the pure bending zone; 
§ obtained from the monotonic test after two million fatigue cycles. 
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Figure 1: Dimension and reinforcing configuration of the beam specimens (dimensions in mm) 
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Figure 2: Test setup and measuring sensors used in the experimental study 
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Figure 3: Balanced section of SFRSCC beam reinforced by hybrid prestressed FRP-steel (not to scale) 
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Figure 4: Nominal flexural failing conditions of strain versus balanced section condition for hybrid 
reinforced SFRSCC prestressed beams  
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Figure 5: Material properties used in the analysis of the tested beams: (a) Compressive stress-strain, (b) 
tensile stress-strain, and (c) tensile stress-crack opening of SFRSCC; (d) and (e) tensile stress-strain of steel 
strand and GFRP bars, respectively  
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Figure 6: (a) Effective moment of inertia versus the maximum applied moment (b) decreasing pattern of the 
effective moment of inertia at cracking initiation (c) effect of flexure-shear crack propagation of SFRSCC on the 
decrease in the effective moment of inertia (not to scale)  
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Figure 7: Ultimate crack pattern and failure cracks of the tested beams in Group A (dimensions in mm) 
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Figure 8: Ultimate crack pattern and failure cracks of the tested beams in Group B (dimensions in mm) 
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Figure 9: Comparison between the theoretical and experimental effective moment of inertia: (a) Group A, (b) 
Group B  
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Figure 10: Effect of coefficient βsh on the theoretical effective moment of inertia (including comparison with 
the experimental result)  
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Figure 11: Applied moment versus mid-span deflection up to the serviceability limit state of the mid-span 
deflection: (a) Group A, (b) Group B  
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Figure 12: Applied force versus mid-span deflection of the tested beams in Group A 
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Figure 13: Applied force versus mid-span deflection of the tested beams in Group B 
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Figure 14: Comparison between the ductility index of the tested beams and the “reference response” by 
Def-DOCROS 
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Figure 15: Crack pattern of the monotonically tested beams for the mid-span deflection corresponding to SLS 
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Figure 16: Crack width versus the tensile stress of GFRP bars: (a) IB5, (b) IB6, (c) IB8, and (d) IB10 
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